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Collection Summary
Collection Title: Miscellaneous California Photographs / by I. W. Taber [graphic],
Date (inclusive): ca. 1870-1890
Collection Number: BANC PIC 19xx.021--PIC
Creator: Taber, I. W. (Isaiah West), 1830-1912
Extent: Number of items: 11 photographic prints
Repository: The Bancroft Library
Berkeley, California 94720-6000
Physical Location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the Library's online catalog.
Abstract: Various Pacific Coast views including the California School for the Deaf in Berkeley, Santa Barbara scenes, San Francisco, and others.
Languages Represented: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Miscellaneous California photographs / by I. W. Taber [graphic], BANC PIC 19xx.021--PIC, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

Scope and Content
Removed from Pictorial Misc. ICLF(N).

.2.PIC B 1407: Santa Barbara Harbor, Yacht Casco at Anchor.
.3.PIC B 1337: Lemon tree, Cooper’s Ranch, Santa Barbara.
.4.PIC B 2997: Mission San Buenaventura, Cal. - founded 1782 - bath houses and reservoir built by the Mission Fathers.
.5.PIC 2705: Main Street, Ventura, and the Mission San Buenaventura, Cal.
.6.PIC 2985: Mission San Buenaventura, Cal. - founded 1782 - general view.
.7.PIC B 593: Golden Gate Park
.8.PIC B 45: The Colton and Crocker Mansions, S.F., Cal. (same as BANC PIC 1962.005.33)
.9.PIC [no number]: (Horse and cart passing through tunnel in Big Tree), 1882
.10.PIC B 907: Geyser Canyon, from Witches’ Cauldron.
.11.STER 2271: Deaf and Dumb Asylum, Berkeley.